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A new approach to infrastructure development research in the 3rd world is needed that focuses on 
local, private ownership and administration of projects. Such a statement implies that the currently 
dominant attitude among development organizations that emphasizes centralized, top-down and public 
projects is not the most appropriate. If this is true, then research goals and methods should focus on 
meeting the needs of that party directly responsible for the project's success: The local, private investor or 
investor group. 
A NEW WAY OF THINKING ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Local, private ownership and administration of decentralized, smal1-scale infrastructure projects is 
a better alternative to centralized, top-down and public efforts in the third world. Centralized infrastructure 
is not appropriate in the third world because of its regrettable side effects. Its principle justification, 
economies of scale, is being weakened by new technology that makes smal1-scale projects surprisingly 
cost-effective. Decentralized infrastructure projects funded from above and abroad turned over upon 
completion to locals for administration and maintenance promotes a welfare mentality and fails to involve 
locals as stakeholders in the project's success. Involving community leaders and service benefactors 
directly in the planning, design, and the financing of local projects may be very important to sustainable 
development. In addition, the information needs are different for the bureaucratic model and the 
community model, with the concern of research practicality on the side of the latter. The argument for 
public ownership and administration of infrastructure services such as water, electricity, 
telecommunications and transportation in largely informal economies is weak, and such an arrangement too 
often has harmful consequences. On the other hand, technology has made such services profitable in the 
private sector, and the typical rural village wealth structure makes variations on private ownership possible 
and equitable. Private ownership and management of the local infrastructure service sector still allows, 
perhaps even encourages creative government intervention. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT GROUPS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
If this local, private, decentralized preference for viewing infrastructure development is adopted, 
the role of the development industry should shift from planner to facilitator. As the technology that makes 
such an approach feasible is new, somewhat complicated and rapidly changing, efforts must be made to sell 
the idea to rural community leaders; to explain how such ventures could be profitable. Outside, expert 
encouragement will be necessary to initiate a process that will hopefully be carried forward by its own 
success. The new role of development agencies and enterprises will be to identify ideal sites to target, to 
help the prospective local owner/operator design a project, eventually to assist with the procurement of 
loans and equipment, then to provide continued support and advice throughout the life of the project. The 
most sensitive and fuzzy aspect of this new role is that of project design consulting, especially in the area of 
demand assessment. The discussion below wi1l propose a methodology for the development organization as 
consultant to the local, private potential investor. Final1y, an appropriate demand study design will be 
presented in detail. 
Designing the project, the most important questions that the owner/operator needs answered 
include: What service-distribution mix promises the greatest financial and social returns to himself and the 
community? At what level of production and at what price will revenues most likely be maximized, and 
what revenues can be expected at different price-quantity choices? How might demand change over time, 
considering seasonal impacts and long term growth? Who are the "key players" critical to the success of the 
project, and what are their thoughts and feelings? 
Methods by which relevant information may be gathered include (1) the reduction of existing 
macro-economic statistics, (2)"cut-and-paste," (3) participant observations and (4) local market surveys. 
An appropriate transferable survey framework centers on widely measurable, relevant data whose 
relationship to demand is easily explainable and can be presented in a professional, business manner. 
A new approach to infrastructure development research in the third world is needed that focuses 
on local, private ownership and administration of projects. Such a statement implies that the currently 
dominant attitude among development organizations that emphasizes centralized, top-down and public 
projects is not the most appropriate. If this is true, then research goals and methods should focus on 
meeting the needs of that party directly responsible for the project's success: The local, private investor or 
investor group. 
A NEW WA Y OF THINKING ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Local, private ownership and administration of decentralized, small-scale infrastructure projects is 
a better alternative to centralized, top-down and public efforts in the third world. Centralized infrastructure 
is not appropriate in the third world because of its regrettable side effects. Its principle justification, 
economies of scale, is being weakened by new technology that makes small-scale projects surprisingly 
cost-effective. Decentralized infrastructure projects funded from above and abroad turned over upon 
completion to locals for administration and maintenance promotes a welfare mentality and fails to involve 
locals as stakeholders in the project's success. Involving community leaders and service benefactors 
directly in the planning, design, and the financing of local projects may be very important to sustainable 
development. In addition, the information needs are different for the bureaucratic model and the 
community model, with the concern of research practicality on the side of the latter. The argument for 
public ownership and administration of infrastructure services such as water, electricity, 
telecommunications and transportation in largely informal economies is weak, and such an arrangement too 
often has harmful consequences. On the other hand, technology has made such services profitable in the 
private sector, and the typical rural village wealth structure makes variations on private ownership possible 
and equitable. Private ownership and management of the local infrastructure service sector still allows, 
perhaps even encourages creative government intervention. Each of these points will be expanded in the 
sections below. 
The case against centralized infrastructure in developing countries 
Centralized infrastructure carries with it the force of historical inertia, but is largely responsible for 
much of the regrettable conditions and trends in developing countries. In the 18th and 19th centuries, 
Western powers initiated infrastructure development in their overseas territories in a fashion that would 
facilitate administration and integrate colonies into the their larger economic empires. Economic 
considerations had priority when existing feudal or village structures were not consistent with the grander 
scheme. As this grander scheme generally involved specialization of the territorial economy on one or a 
few basic export products, infrastructure resources tended to be strategically focused. The former colonies 
have been granted a greater degree of autonomy, but the backbone of their infrastructure is firmly 
established and momentum is hard to resist. Certain cities, regions and productive sectors that were favored 
by the priorities of their former colonizers are reluctant to give up the spotlight. Besides, a centralized 
infrastructure administration is convenient for large international companies who have to negotiate with 
governing bodies for utilities, telecommunications, etc. in each country. Also, centralized infrastructure 
administrations, private or public, that are prone to mistakes promise easy, "one-stop shopping" prey for 
powerful, expansionist overseas telecom and utilities companies. This new imperialism may be no less 
interested in centralized administration than was its predecessor. 
But in countries where access to infrastructure is limited, opportunities are where the telephones 
are, where the electricity is, where all roads lead, and where clean water is available. Those cities that have 
been made infrastructure oasis in the third world are consequently under the tremendous pressure of in-
migration. For example, in the 1950s, Latin America was a continent of rural dwellers with more than half 
the population living in the countryside and the majority of the workforce consisting of peasants and farm 
workers. By 1990, three out of four Latin Americans lived in cities, with the majority in large urban 
centers. Overall, Latin America has achieved levels of urbanization equal to those of the developed world 
despite much lower per capita incomes (Portes 1996). This irresistible and predictable urbanization places 
considerable environmental and cultural strains on a developing country. In addition to this urban pull-
factor impact of centralized infrastructure in developing countries, there is also a complementary push 
factor: Certain industries and companies continue to enjoy VIP access to infrastructure services and get 
more resources. One nasty result is that smaller enterprises cannot compete and are either consumed by 
larger companies or forced to move to the cities for informal work. Another consequence of the 
institutional favoritism inherent in third world centralized infrastructure is that it contributes to continued 
specialization in export production of a few basic goods, which makes the entire economy vulnerable to 
variations in a few key world markets, like coffee and bananas for Honduras. A decentralized infrastructure 
could act to reverse the trend of urbanization, strengthen rural communities, and ameliorate the plight of 
small and medium sized enterprises. 
The principle justification for large, centrally administered infrastructure monopolies, be they state 
owned or private apart from the ability for a single body to control an entire country's economic structure 
-- is the idea of increasing returns to scale. When an industry requires a very large investment in capital 
equipment and/or a high degree of expertise and a small variable cost associated with each additional unit 
produced, the average cost per unit produced declines as the scale of production increases. For example, in 
a single city, two or more competing utilities companies would each be forced to charge higher prices, and 
some equipment would be redundant, such as power lines. 
In the underdeveloped world, however, infrastructure monopolies cannot be justified with 
economies of scale arguments. Infrastructure companies there are almost by definition incapable of serving 
the entire market in which they are protected from competition. The companies cannot afford to string lines 
out to remote, isolated rural villages. The principle of 'the larger the market, the cheaper the cost of 
production' does not hold in countries characterized by scattered, small villages because the equipment and 
maintenance required to extend the grid is not practical. 
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Meanwhile, technology is reducing the size of the required initial investment. Better rechargeable 
batteries and satellite and cellular telecommunications technology reduces the need for wires. Integrated 
projects, whereby electricity, drinking water and telephone services share equipment and a single 
administration can bring down unit costs considerably. Technological advances in alternative, reusable and 
hybrid energy sources are making small-scale projects increasingly affordable and efficient, and increasing 
demand for such equipment wi1l push technological development even further. 
Project sustainability: Local leadership vs. "the bureaucratic model" 
Decentralized infrastructure projects funded from above and abroad turned over upon completion 
to locals for administration and maintenance promote a welfare mentality in underdeveloped communities, 
and could create a relationship of dependence and expectation that is impossible to maintain. The third 
world landscape is littered with failed infrastructure projects funded by external and national level agencies 
and the admitted cause is that such efforts do not involve locals as stakeholders in the project's success. 
Trojes, Honduras, is a small, rural town of roughly 5,000 on the Nicaraguan border at the end of a difficult 
62km dirt road from the nearest city, Danlf. Less than a year ago, the Honduran Ministry of Health, funded 
by the Spanish Red Cross, constructed a sewer and drinking water system for the town and promptly turned 
them over to the local government, gracefully bowing off the scene. Today, residents claim that the 
drinking water is poisonous, and it is muddy following outages and storms an indicator of broken pipes. 
As for the sewer system, the tanks are empty because the city wastewater drains visibly into a field, right up 
to the porch of a household. Quite frankly, the residents found themselves with a sewer and piped drinking 
water, but they had not paid for it, and were not sure they wanted to pay for its maintenance; so the project 
has fallen into a state of disrepair and neglect. The local government is blamed for poor service and wasted 
user fees, and locals wonder why foreign development groups have yet to return and fix the broken system. 
Unfortunately, this is the standard model by which rural, third world communities are currently 
being "developed." Typically, a rich country funds and directs a study that discovers exactly what it 
expected: A massive project is needed. To finance the project, a western country offers an aid package, 
complete with rules that require that the equipment and consulting for the project be purchased from the 
donor country. The system is installed and handed over to a local government, and there is hardly ever any 
follow-up after that point. After all, the political horizon for national-level politicians in developing 
countries is only about 3 years, and the standard tour-of-duty of western development workers is about 2-4 
years in a particular region. The system seems to support itself: The economic development research 
industry justifies its existence, donor countries gain access to third world governments which are indebted 
to them, donor countries also get good humanitarian PR and get their money back indirectly through 
construction and consulting contracts. Third world politicians also tend to be content with the arrangement, 
but irresistible opportunities to divert funds can seriously damage the legitimacy of their governments. 
Involving community leaders and local service benefactors directly in the planning, design, and 
financing of local projects may be very important to sustainable development. Education, so critical to 
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sustainable economic growth, occurs simultaneously with infrastructure development, rather than after or 
before. Being involved in the project from its conception through its realization, people are pushed to learn 
about productive applications as the service develops by a desire to fully realize the potential returns to 
their investment. 
A critical assumption underlying the top-down bureaucratic development model is that an 
economy is best viewed from above and by experts. However, in an economy that is largely informal, the 
information necessary for efficient resource allocation and to secure good financing and insurance may be 
practically impossible for the outsider to obtain. Specifically, the planner must have a good idea of service 
demand in order to allocate his resources according to need and potential and at what scale of production 
costs can be lowest. The planner needs information about the community's attitudes, culture and traditions, 
its informal relationships, its most wealthy sectors and its largest employing sectors. The planner must also 
understand key players in the community that will determine the success or failure of the project such as 
the municipal government, potential resistors whose business may be negatively affected by the 
introduction of infrastructure services, complementary businesses, suppliers of materials critical to the 
project, and owners of land that may be affected by the project. 
Local leaders, in contrast to experts above and abroad, are already well-integrated in the 
community and what they don't already understand about the community's unique economic and social 
structure, they are in a position to find out quickly and cheaply. Superstitions and customs that may be 
impossible for a local resident to articulate to a visiting researcher enter subconsciously into the decisions 
of the local potential investors. 
An appropriate domain of private enterprise 
One major reason for public ownership and administration of infrastructure services is the 
redistribution of wealth; the rich are more heavily taxed than the poor while both enjoy the same public 
infrastructure services. However, efforts to redistribute wealth can quickly go wrong if taxation is 
perceived to be unfair. Whether the injustice is deliberate due to corruption or the result of misinformation 
- both rampant in most developing countries - it leads to resentment and disinterest among the citizenry. 
Unjust tax policies create opportunities for corruption, and wastefulness. This is may be less of a concern in 
societies with a high "tax morality" and a legitimate, representative government, but economies with large 
informal sectors tend to be short on both of these. 
Another reason that a particular service should be publicly owned is that exclusion from its 
consumption is impractical, so either everyone pays or no one will. However, technology has arrived that 
makes it much easier to exclude people from consumption of water, electricity, roads, and telephone lines. 
Particularly promising is the application of pre-paid electronic cards. The development of this technology 
makes infrastructure profitable in the private sector. 
In many third world rural communities, wealth is concentrated in the hands of a few, large, 
hereditary landowners or businessmen, who are genuinely interested in the welfare of their community. 
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Often they have money to invest in foreign financial markets or in some other appreciating good, such as 
cattle, depending on their level of sophistication. These community leaders are often respected by the 
poorer villagers; they represent the community to visitors and mediate disputes. In Trojes, the mayor was 
none other than the daughter of the wealthiest farmer, and respect for the local government issued from this 
relationship. This wealth structure makes variations on private ownership in rural communities more 
appropriate than local government ownership. These variations range from a sole proprietorship to an inter-
industry cooperative. 
There is still room for government intervention in this model. Appropriate public intervention 
could inc1ude direct purchases for public use (such as street lighting), and utility consumption subsidies to 
disadvantaged households and enterprises (distribution of pre-paid electricity cards, for example). 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT GROUPS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The role of infrastructure development organizations 
If this local, private, decentralized preference for viewing infrastructure development is adopted, 
the role of the development industry should shift from planner to facilitator. As the technology that makes 
such an approach feasible is new, somewhat complicated and rapidly changing, efforts must be made to sell 
the idea to rural community leaders; to explain how such ventures could be profitable. Outside, expert 
encouragement will be necessary to initiate a process that will hopefully be carried forward by its own 
success. The new role of development agencies and enterprises will be to identify sites to target, to help the 
prospective local owner/operator design a project, eventually to assist with the procurement of loans and 
equipment, then to provide continued support and advice throughout the life of the project. The most 
sensitive and fuzzy aspect of this new role is that of project design conSUlting, especially in the area of 
demand assessment. The discussion below will propose a methodology for the development organization as 
consultant to the local, private potential investor. Finally, an appropriate demand study design will be 
presented in detail. 
Site selection 
The sufficient condition for a site is an interested party. Following efforts to market the idea in a 
region, development advisors should be invited to a particular site. If there is an interested investor, then 
the other necessary conditions can be assumed: A currently unsatisfied market for small-scale infrastructure 
services; a minimal cash economy; a couple large potential clients; and a skewed wealth distribution that 
creates one or several concerned, disproportionately wealthy community leaders, at least one of which 
displays entrepreneurial spirit and business competency. 
Cost study 
First, engineers must visit the site to see what equipment is necessary and what the options are 
possible. The cost study should come up with three rough options that detail the range of output and the 
total cost of operation and equipment: (1) A limited investment option; (2) a conservative option; and (3) a 
bold investment option. The output levels should be described in terms appropriate to the service and 
understandable to the investor. If substantial learning curve advantages are expected and/or significant 
capital depreciation and/or maintenance requirements are anticipated, then a cost-per-unit output schedule 
over time should be proposed for each option. Once the cost information is in place, the questions of 
profitability and optimum service mix may be answered by introducing complementary data predicting 
initial demand as well as demand growth and the resultant revenue stream. 
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Research objectives of demand-study 
Designing the project, the most important questions that the owner/operator needs answered are: 
What service-distribution mix promises the greatest financial and social returns to himself and the 
community? At what level of production and at what price will revenues most likely be maximized, and 
what revenues can be expected at different price-quantity choices? How might demand change over time, 
considering seasonal impacts and long term growth? Who are the "key players" critical to the success of the 
project, and what are their thoughts and feelings? 
The research team must never forget that the primary audience of the study results should be the 
local prospective investor. Results should not be destined for scholarly journals, newspaper or magazine 
articles or government archives. In consideration of the sophistication of the typical potential investor, the 
report should avoid graphs, maps and percentages as much as possible. Additive quantitative data is most 
appropriate. 
Seeking to encourage the development of sound business practice in these communities, we 
should encourage sound judgment based on numbers. On the other hand, anecdotal information proves a 
very effective selling tool. Generally speaking, the larger the popUlation under examination, the more 
appropriate are statistical methods and models; the smaller and more homogeneous, the greater the 
emphasis on controlled experiments. Our situation falls in-between, so we must be careful not to rely too 
heavily on either. A report too heavy on value judgements will not effectively guide the planner in 
optimizing decisions, and too much emphasis on statistical extrapolation could cause an assessment team to 
miss critical "common sense" clues. 
Sources of data 
Methods by which relevant information may be gathered include (1) the reduction of existing 
macro-economic statistics, (2)"cut-and-paste," (3) participant observations and (4) local market surveys. 
One very common, but problematic, method of describing a rural community is through the 
statistical reduction of existing national-level statistics. The chief reasons why this method should not form 
the core of the research are (1) large informal sectors cause severe distortion in macro statistics, (2) 
reduction is complicated, and (3) there is wide variation in data collection and analysis methods between 
countries. The informal sector refers to those transactions that are unreported and unrecorded in official 
statistics. The informal economy in the US has been estimated at anywhere from 2-3% of GDP to 28%, but 
economists agree that the US's informal sector in relation to its formal economy is the smallest in the 
world. The informal sector in Honduras is probably upwards of 50% of that country's GDP. Any criticisms 
(and there are many) of US stat-guided economic policy must be amplified considerably for Honduras and 
other countries with less developed statistical methods, lower "tax morality" and less sophisticated business 
practices than the US. Methods of statistical reduction from the national level to a local area are quite 
complicated and potential local investors may be reluctant to accept the idea that infrastructure service 
demand in their isolated community is in any way related to the national economy. Finally, a methodology 
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that relies heavily on existing macro data could not be easily stream-lined and transferrable, as the type and 
quality of studies varies widely among countries. Besides, micro level studies, mentioned below, are 
generally considered more accurate, and sometimes contradict results generated through reduction. All the 
same, published macroeconomic statistics may be useful prior to the actual study, in order to know what to 
expect in the field. 
The "Cut and paste" method of predicting the impact of infrastructure service availability in a 
particular site involves finding an existing before-and-after study in a similar site, then adjusting the 
variables to arrive at a reasonable "before" picture of the new site and its corresponding "after" situation. 
This approach is as good as the similarity between the sites and the pains taken to manipulate the old to 
reflect the new. Currently, there is a shortage of existing, obtainable studies aimed at local private investor 
information needs and integrated infrastructure projects. 
Participant observation (live-in) studies are the most thorough and complete but also the most 
expensive and lengthy. Here, data takers actually observe and note the size and direction of transactions, 
time spent by the subject in household chores, and other relevant information. The significant cost of such 
an in-depth study must be weighed carefully against the likely usefulness of the information obtained. Even 
with perfect information there is much room for error in the analysis. 
Local market surveys should form the centerpiece of the demand study. To be cost efficient, they 
must be based on a streamlined, transferable framework, not redesigned for every site. The team should aim 
to hit the ground running and publish a report within a few days. The more studies done, the more efficient 
the process becomes. Repeated use of a single framework can also help build the basis for cut-and-paste 
analysis later. 
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A TRANSFERRABLE DEMAND-STUDY DESIGN 
An appropriate transferable survey framework must facilitate the gathering, analysis and 
presentation of widely measurable, relevant data whose relationship to demand is easily explainable. The 
framework proposed here makes use of Microsoft Access, Excel and Word - Microsoft Office database, 
spreadsheet and word-processing applications respectively. It allows for extreme flexibility in the number 
and type of services to be considered, the types of enterprises to be highlighted, and specific information 
sought, while maintaining a clear structure. 
The program is designed to produce reports almost automatically that meet the investor's primary 
information needs. "Demand schedules" by sector and service indicate the total quantity demanded and 
total revenue expected at several possible unit prices, and also include the regression equation and the 
average flexible income of an entity in the sector. Combined with the cost study reports, this will indicate 
the output size and price necessary to maximize profits. A "Current Service" report summarizes how much 
the town inhabitants consume and spend on each existing service, their familiarity with each service, 
satisfaction and reasons for dissatisfaction. "City Stats" is a report that summarizes the market's age, 
education, isolation, integration, sophistication, confidence, etc. The items featured in this report constitute 
the major factors affecting the demand growth rate; however, several follow-up studies will have to be 
conducted before we can determine the relationships. Initially, the "city stats" report may just indicate that 
demand growth rate will be about the same, slightly faster than or much faster than the population growth 
rate of the site. "Calendar Trend" lists every month of the year and associates with each one a figure that 
indicates whether the local market feels that it is a period of normal, below normal, or above normal cash 
flows. This should help the prospective investor visualize how the ability to pay will t1uctuate over the 
calendar year. 
A new, blank copy of the program templates should be made for each particular site, and as 
problems arise, alterations can be made to the template itself. The following methodology is intended for 
the directors of the demand study. It is primarily based on the experience of two demand studies carried out 
in Honduras in March 2000, incorporating successes and proposing specific improvements to the original 
design. 
1. Budgeting the study 
Like a shoe salesman, the organization marketing infrastructure equipment must focus on helping 
the potential investor/administrator (owner/operator henceforth referred to as 0/0) determine the best-
fitting option. The % should be assured of this in the initial meeting, and thus of the objectivity - the 
absence of conflicting interest -- of any forthcoming demand study. It should be planned and financed by 
the 0/0. In the initial contact, present the % with sample reports, and indicate that similar reports could 
be generated for the site in question if the % so desires. The practice demand studies in Honduras were 
not budgeted, nor were they guided by efficiency goals. It was never quite clear how much the study results 
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would influence the % decision. However, with these experIences under our belt, we can move 
confidently toward goal-oriented plans that incorporate the expectations of the 0/0. 
The Excel spreadsheet named "design" will help budget the study. First, enter the estimated 
population of the site and the estimated number of residents per household and workers per enterprise. This 
will yield the total number of surveys needed for 100% coverage (N). Next, determine with the % the 
desired level of confidence, choosing a Z-score associated with 80%,90%, 95%, 98% or 99% confidence. 
The error value entered will represent the acceptable + or - range around the results of the most important 
statistic (the average quantity of service demanded in units for each price in each sector). The stdev 
(standard deviation) represents the number of units above or below the average within which 67% of 
observations are expected to fall, and half the range within which 90-95% of observations are expected to 
fall. From this information will be calculated the number of surveys to conduct in the study (n). Obviously, 
this information will be very difficult to estimate, but remember, it is only a marketing, budgeting tool and 
an indicator of the demand study'S importance to the O/O's. 
Once the desired number of surveys is computed, estimate the total cost per day per data taker 
(dt/day) , the total cost per survey, including materials and incentives for respondents if deemed necessary 
(cost/surv), the fixed cost per day independent of the number of data takers and number of surveys 
(fixed/day), and the flat consulting fee for the survey, including the travel and other expenses of team 
leaders (flat). Also estimate the expected number of hours spent surveying per data-taker per day (h/day) , 
and the number of surveys per data-taker per hour (surv/dt/h). In Honduras, the cost per data taker per day 
was roughly $20, the number of hours spent surveying per data-taker per day was about 4 but could have 
easily been pushed to 6, and the average number of interviews conducted per data-taker per hour was 3. 
Now play with the scheduled number of data-takers (dt) and number of days (days) until the 
number of surveys anticipated (n*) equals the number of surveys desired (n). At this point, the estimated 
cost of the study (cost), the number of data-takers (dt) and days of surveying needed (days), and the desired 
number of surveys (n=n *) are clear. As a reference, in Honduras, we employed 8 data-takers and spent 
roughly 1.5 days interviewing in each site, completing roughly 140 interviews (enterprises and households) 
at each site (8 x 1.5 x 4 x 3 = 144). To help fine-tune the budget, the spreadsheet features a column 
describing the relationship (pas or neg) between the adjustable entry and both study cost and number of 
surveys. When the % has agreed to the cost, length and quality of the study, it is time to hire the data-
takers. 
[see design spreadsheet attachment] 
2. The data-takers and study customization 
In many developing countries, the large amount of studies by NGO's, private investors and 
government agencies has given rise to a close-nit group of professional data-takers. This was certainly the 
case in Honduras: We were referred to our ladies by an economic development organization with a long-
established presence in Honduras. All of our data-takers had at least two years of experience, had been 
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formally trained in research methods seminars, and several were contracted to help conduct a participant 
observation study directed by the Honduran government's child and family development agency upon the 
completion of our own research. Through our experience in Honduras, especially the feedback from 
interviewees, the ideal data-taker is a national but not a locaL Ideally, the data taker is from another small 
town, already familiar with the services offered, but able to identify with the interviewees - to understand 
their expressions, verbal and nonverbal, and to respect their customs. Interviewees in Honduras actually 
commented that they were more comfortable responding to other nationals than to foreigners. 
Most importantly, the outsider who selects and works with the team of data-takers should strive to 
make friends. The team leaders (outsiders) must constantly be guided by the thought that by the end of the 
project, the interviewers and their directors should want to exchange addresses just to stay in friendly 
contact. This is important for several reasons. First, the data-takers will represent the project to the 
households and enterprises of the site. Their performance as salespeople/ambassadors in the field will 
generate interest or disinterest, actually expanding or shrinking the potential market for the proposed 
services. It is highly desirable, therefore, that the data-takers exhibit sincerity and contagious enthusiasm 
when conducting interviews. The source of this good-will is not the data-takers' understanding of the actual 
project as much as it is their esteem for the project's directors. Second, the more the data-takers like their 
directors, the more they will contribute to the study results. In Honduras, there seemed to be a direct 
relationship between the data-taker's relationship with the team leaders and the legibility and consistency 
of their completed questionnaires and their anecdotal contribution. Those who tended to be more aloof in 
after hours also tended to produce less useful survey results and fewer "stories from the field." I feel that 
interviewers' efforts to contribute above and beyond the call of duty produced important footnotes in 
Honduras. Efforts should be made to create an atmosphere in which the data-takers feel that the success of 
the project depends on the quality of their work, and in which they want the project to succeed not only 
because it promises material benefits to the community, but also because they want to help their directors 
realize their goals. Needless to say, this atmosphere will also enable the study to survive uncomfortable 
financial or logistic misunderstandings. Finally, since the success of a project in one location will spark 
interest in the surrounding area, and since follow-up studies should be a standing option for the % after 
the project's installation, the data-takers' services will very likely be needed again later. 
Likely it will suffice to contact only one data-taker initially with the dates of the study, the 
proposed compensation, and the number of data-takers needed. If the task of filling the other positions with 
qualified workers is left to this initial contact, there is a good chance that the team will already have 
experience working together. Arrange to meet the entire team of data-takers in an accessible location 
outside the site itself. First, the director should meet each individually and enter into the database 
(Forms!dt) their name, address, contract details and background notes or a picture. If the team will 
participate in studies at more than one site, the data-taker table (dt) can be easily copied to the relevant 
databases. [see data takers form] 
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The project directors should introduce themselves to the group, then ask each data-taker to stand 
as their name is called, at which point they are introduced to the group by the director, and individually 
thanked for agreeing to help with the project. The history of the organization, the nature of the 
infrastructure projects in question, and the objectives of the demand research should be presented. Then, 
the data-takers themselves should design the questionnaires according to the data needed. Each of the five 
survey data entry forms should be considered, and a question derived for each field. The basic questions to 
ask are obvious to the foreign director, but the data-takers are more attuned to the exact, appropriate 
wording and order of questions. They will take more pride in their work if they have helped design the tool, 
and since they would likely modify the questions to make them more comfortable and conversational 
anyway, there should be a consensus on how the questions are modified from the beginning. 
Study directors should help them produce a standard introductory statement to preface each 
interview. In most cases, this standard introduction will seek to familiarize respondents with the purpose of 
the study and thank them for their participation. Interviewers should ask to speak with the person most 
responsible for the house or enterprise budget (this will not always be the head of the household or owner 
of the enterprise!). The intro should also alleviate "tax-collector" fears, by asserting that while the study 
does have the support and encouragement of their government, it is not intended for government purposes; 
and as further comfort, neither name nor address is requested of the respondent. Also to consider, Should a 
monetary incentive be offered in order to elicit thoughtful responses? 
The survey instruments 
There are five survey data entry forms on which the questionnaires will be based: Four versions of 
"page 1," for (1) households, (2) enterprises, (3) key players, and (4) the man-on-the-street, that provide 
information about the demand study respondent; and one "page 2," centered on the service demand bidding 
game (though it will be reproduced for each service/distribution type offered). 
All four versions have "classifier fields" that identify the data source. 
• A version field, labeled "mots," "players," "ent," and "hh" for the man-on-the-street, key players, 
enterprises and households versions, respectively_ This field enters the appropriate version type as a 
default automatically and should not be overwritten. 
• ID: An autonumber field; the so-called "key" that identifies the record and cannot be duplicated. If 
records are deleted, their ID numbers are retired. 
• date: Programmed to automatically enter the current date as a default in month-day-year format. 
• dt: A combo box from which may be selected the names of data takers entered into the dt table. From 
this field, the datataker report can determine how many surveys each data taker conducted. 
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• num: The survey number by which the data taker identifies the particular survey. Not used in any 
queries, this field will only be needed if an inconsistency discovered later requires the data taker to 
recover the original hand-written questionnaire form. 
o *Note* The players form does not have fields for data taker name or data taker survey 
number. Normally, interviews with key players will be conducted by the study directors 
themselves. 
• nh: A combo box from which may be selected a neighborhood name from those entered into the nh 
form. 
• size: Only appearing on the hh and ent versions, this check box should be checked if the distinguishing 
characteristic criteria (not necessarily "size") is met. 
o *Note* The neighborhood and size information is, in the current design, used only in the 
strategic deployment of forces (see step 4 below), and presently not required in the survey 
forms. However, this will be useful information when multiple variable regression analysis of 
demand responses is desired, and to identify significant outliers. 
• party: Only appearing on the players version, this combo box allows the survey form to be connected 
to a contact person entered in the contacts form, and cannot be left blank. All key player "parties" must 
have a designated contact person. 
These fields are considered to be the factors that most affect infrastructure service demand growth, are 
found on all four versions and are summarized in the city stats report. 
• age: Age in years of the respondent at nearest birthday. The summary report will present the average 
age in the city. A site population with a relatively high average age will have a lower service demand 
growth rate than a similar site with a relatively low average age. Older residents will be less inclined to 
abandon traditional ways and to adopt new technology. 
• edu: Years of formal education of respondent. A response of 0 will be interpereted as "no formal 
education but literate," whereas a -1 will mean that the respondent has "no formal education and is 
illiterate." The summary report will present the average number of years of formal education of the 
site's residents, pulled down by illiteracy. A relatively educated population will be quicker to learn 
about and adopt new technology and therefore to positively affect the service demand growth rate. 
o *Note* The hh version has fields for the ages and years of education of up to 9 residents in 
addition to the respondent. If the household has fewer than 10 residents, unused fields will be 
left blank. 
• integ: The respondent's perceived integration in the community serves as an indicator of informal 
structure and community cohesiveness. In a relatively integrated site, neighbors are ready with favors 
and accustomed to sharing; rumors, ideas and new techniques spread rapidly in a close-nit social 
environment, and this is conducive to a rapid popular adoption of new products and services - pushing 
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the infrastructure service demand growth rate higher. The field is a list box from which the scores "1" 
"0" and "-1" , or a blank field for "no response" can be selected. "1" means the respondent felt tightly 
integrated into the community, "0" is neither integrated nor isolated, "-1" identifies a respondent that 
feels somewhat socially isolated in the community. The summary report will average all the scores, so 
the site score will also fall between -1 and 1. Remember! In all list boxes, the selected response is 
white on a black background! 
• purchlocal: This check box should be checked if the respondent makes most purchases locally. 
• inclocaI: Check this box if most of the respondent's income is from local sources. These two fields, 
presented in the summary report as "percent of site residents making most purchases/earning most 
income locally" indicate the sites commercial openness or contact with the external economy. All other 
things equal, a relatively open local economy will feel pressure to seek and adopt more productive 
methods. These percentages and the demand growth rate will be inversely related. Also, a comparison 
of these two statistics could indicate whether the community wealth suffers from a net exodous or 
benifits from a net influx. 
• confid: This "confidence" list box offers 1, 0, and -1 as possible responses. "I" means that the 
respondent feels that their material well-being (for households and m.o.t.s.) or business (for enterprises 
and key players) is improving and will continue to improve over the next year. "0" means that things 
are staying about the same. "-1" means that things are getting worse and will continue to get worse. 
The summary statistic is the average of all responses, so the site's confidence score may be interpreted 
according to the range from "very confident" (approaching 1) to "very insecure" (approaching -1). A 
high confidence score will boost the demand growth rate significantly, as confident people feel that 
they have room to take risks and allow anticipated future incomes to influence present day purchase 
decisions. 
• trav: Select from the list box an integer from 0 to 4; "0" if respondent does not travel beyond the limits 
of the site; "1" if respondent travels neither far nor often; "2" if respondent travels far, but not often; 
"3" if respondent travels often but not far; "4" if respondent travels far and often. The definitions of 2 
and 3 may be switched, depending on which seems to represent a greater likelihood of external 
influence. The terms "often" and "far" are site specific, but questions should be in terms of "trips per 
year (or month)" and "to what typical destinations." "Far" should be defined as "far enough to come 
into contact with good infrastructure service" and "often" as "often enough to affect one's perceptions 
and tastes." The positive relationship between travel propensity and infrastructure service demand 
growth is evident. The summary statistic is the average of all responses and could therefore range from 
o to 4. 
• save: A 0 to 4 list box indicating the respondent's propensity to plan for future purchases. "0" means 
no income is set aside for future expenses/purchases; "1" means the respondent saves for purchases 
less than 3 months away; "2" for purchases less than 1 year away; "3" for purchases a year or more 
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away; "4" for expenses/purchases 3 or more years in the future. The summary statistic is the average 
response. The savings score and the demand growth rate will be directly related. 
• wr: Does respondent keep written records of cash flows? Check this box if the answer is "yes." This 
field, summarized as "percent of site residents keeping written records," is an indicator of economic 
sophistication. Households and enterprises that do not keep records - and many do not in informal 
economies - tend to operate on a day-to-day survival basis and do not plan their activities according to 
reason and optimization. A relatively sophisticated population will take greater advantage of 
infrastructure services. 
Calendar fields 
For each month, respondent should be asked whether the cash flow is (1) better than normal, (0) normal, or 
(-1) worse than normal. In the report calendartrend the responses for each month are averaged to give an 
idea of how the community's overall cash flow varies throughout the year. 
Income fields 
Of the 6 fields concerning income and expense data, only the nsourcel, ntotalin and nnesc fields are 
important in the current program. However, if it is possible to obtain responses for the nsourcelin, 
nsource2, and nsource2in fields, a report could easily be prepared that shows what percentage of the site's 
economic agents are involved in various work types and how much of the site's wealth is derived from 
each work type. nsourcel (required) and nsource2 (not required) refer to the respondent's primary and 
secondary sources of income in a normal month, and in all but the players version are combo boxes that 
associate the household, enterprise or man-on-the-street with one of the work type groups in the list report. 
nsourcelin (not required) and nsource2in (not required) are the estimated monthly incomes from the 
primary and secondary sources in local currency units. ntotalin (required) is the estimated total income in a 
normal month from all sources, and nnesc (required) is the estimated percentage of total monthly income 
that is earmarked for nescessary expenses during a normal month the part of every dollar earned that is 
required to meet the respondent's basic needs. nnesc is a list box from which the following choices are 
available: 0.00,0.25,0.50,0.75, and 1.00. (1-nnesc)*ntotalin = flexible monthly income, or, the maximum 
monthly amount that could be spent on infrastructure services without serious budget alterations. A work 
type group's average flexible monthly income will serve as an indicator of the group's ability to pay for 
infrastructure services in the short-term. 
To illustrate the difficulty of obtaining accurate income and expense data, consider this: A series 
of questions that asked some 200 local businesspersons in two Honduran villages to very roughly estimate 
the value of their sales in a typical day, in a particularly good day, and in what they would consider to be a 
bad day; the value of gross revenues in a typical, a particularly good and particularly bad month; and net 
earnings in a typical, good and bad day and in a typical, good and bad month proved very frustrating. 
Often, the monthly sales estimates offered by the respondent were only a few dollars higher or actually 
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equaled the reported daily sales figures. Monthly sales figures were hardly ever greater than 10 times the 
daily sales figures. Often, a particularly good month's sales would be less than the reported gross revenues 
of one week of bad days. Net earnings responses were equally discouraging. For example, one shop having 
reported a good month's sales as HL900, proceeded to estimate net earnings of HL 1500 in a good month. 
In several cases, the days' net earnings were equal to the corresponding days' gross revenues. The response 
rate to the typical day's sales question was 62%; 35% of businesses interviewed responded to the typical 
month's sales question; and the typical month's net earnings question had a response rate of only 31 %. In 
contrast, when asked to estimate the number of clients per day, 72% of those interviewed were able to 
venture a figure. The data takers' anecdotes indicated that interviewees had been as frustrated by these 
questions as the survey designers were with their responses. According to them, most small 
businesspersons in these two rural Honduran towns manage their cash out of a box: If there is money in the 
box when a supply truck stops at their doorstep, they restock; if there is no money in the box, they do not. 
Many managers have no concept of their budget or cash flow and do not keep written records. It is 
reasonable to conclude that a large portion of the Honduran economy is not guided as much at the micro 
level by rational optimization strategies and planning as by a day-to-day survival mentality. 
Respondents who are unsure about their monthly income and expenses should be encouraged to 
estimate, round to the nearest hundred or thousand, or give it their best guess. In informal, irrational 
economies guided more by survival than optimization, perceived cash flows and budget constraints 
influence the agent's demand function more than actual cash flows and budget constraints. For this reason, 
we can be comfortable with the respondent'S "best guess" as a proxy for the real thing; a seriously 
attempted estimate is perhaps even more valuable information than would be the actual figures if they were 
obtainable. 
On each form, a macro button labeled "demand" opens the demand form. A complete survey includes one 
of the four versions of "page 1" and as many demand forms as there are service/distribution options. 
Referral fields 
The first field in the demand survey form, ID, is an autonumber that identifies the record. 
The second and third fields, from and fromID, link the demand record to the respondent's "page 1" 
information. from can only be "ent," "hh," "mots," or "players"; all other entries will be rejected. This field 
must be the version of the corresponding "page 1." fromID must match the autonumber ID field of the 
corresponding "page 1." It is crucial that these two fields are correct in order to link demand responses with 
income, work type and other responses on "page 1." 
serv/dist: Select from the combo box the service/distribution in question. 
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Current situation fields 
• familiarity: Select 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 from the list box. "0" means the respondent is unfamiliar with the 
service in question. "1": Has heard about the service and its uses. "2": Has close friends or family that 
use the service. "3": Has first-hand experience using the service. "4": Uses the service regularly and/or 
is convinced of its benefits. The site summary statistic for this question, an average generated for the 
current service report, will indicate the potential impact of marketing efforts on service demand. 
• mo. cos: The estimated monthly expenditure on the service, if used. If not, leave the default "0". 
• mo. con: The estimated monthly consumption of the service in units as defined in the servdist form. 
The default is "0". 
• source: If respondent uses the service, who provides it? Keep these responses consistent, as all current 
service summary statistics will be sorted according to this field. 
• satisfaction: If respondent uses the service, is he (l) satisfied, (0) neither hot nor cold, or (-1) 
dissatisfied with the current situation? Select 1,0 or -1 from the list box. 
• expensive; insufficient; unreliable; If respondent uses the service and is not satisfied, or, if the 
service is available but not used, ask "Why not?" Check the boxes of the reasons the currently 
available service is unsatisfactory or not used. The summary report counts the checks by each reason in 
order to rank the potential market's priorities. 
The bidding game 
This is the most important part of the survey, and must be handled delicately. First, ask whether the service 
proposed would improve the respondent's quality of life (for hh and mots) or business (for enterprises) 
(l )little, (2)some, (3)very much, or (O)none at all. Select 0, 1, 2, or 3 from the improve list box. In order to 
answer this question, the respondent must visualize some vague "default" usage level. The next question, 
then, will ask what level of usage, in roughly estimated units per month, would bring about the 
improvement referred to above. This response will be entered into the field labeled dl (for "quantity 
demandedt). While the vision is still fresh, ask how much money the respondent guesses he would have 
to spend per month on the service to enjoy said usage level and record this amount in the field labeled 
wouldpay. The interviewer should then quickly divide the wouldpay response by the dl response, record 
this as pI (for "pricet) and say something to the tune of, "The actual price of the service, if it is offered, 
will be determined by the cost of production. The potential owner/operator, however, wants to know if the 
service can be provided at a reasonable price, and how much would be purchased at that price. You have 
said that you would expect to pay [wouldpay] for approximately [dl] units, so a reasonable price would be 
[pI] per unit. Is that correct?" 
If so, interviewer should proceed with the bidding game. Otherwise, adjust pI until respondent is 
satisfied with this reasonable price. For p2, propose a unit price above pI and record the usage level, in 
units per month, that respondent would demand at this high price as d2. p3 should be a unit price below pI, 
and the units per month respondent would purchase if the service was offered for p3 is recorded as d3. 
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A least-squares linear regression equation will be calculated for each work type group, for 
households, key players, and men-on-the-street by service/distribution option, using "p" as the independent 
variable and "d" as the dependent variable. From this equation, the average quantity demanded will be 
predicted for every value of "p" that appeared in the bidding game for the particular service. p * predicted 
average demand = predicted average revenue at price p. The number of enterprises or households to which 
the equation applies will be recalled from the listing exercise, and this number multiplied by the average 
quantity demanded will yeild total quantity demanded by the sector at the given prices, and multiplied by 
the average revenue will yeild a predicted total revenue. In addition to the sectoral breakdown, a 
community demand equation will also be available, but not as accurate as the sum of isolated sectoral 
results. 
It is possible that responses to these "bidding game" questions will be too high in some instances. 
However, the responses should reflect the interviewee's understanding of his needs and potential. Again, in 
the informal economy, this may be the most useful data. If a participant observation study were carried out, 
one could assess the individual's actual budget constraint and utility curves, then pinpoint the benefit-
maximizing reactions to infrastructure service offers at various prices. But since this method assumes 
optimization guided decisions, it sounds somewhat silly in the context of isolated, rural communities in the 
developing world. Besides, if the bidding game goes heavier on the optimistic willingness to buy and 
skimps on the ability considerations, this can be evaluated by comparing average flexible income with 
average revenue for a given work type. 
More likely, the respondents will not be fully aware of the contribution reliable infrastructure 
services can make to their business and quality of life, and thus likely to underestimate their demand at the 
proposed prices. This downward bias is tolerable because the resulting demand schedules will represent the 
"rock bottom," with plenty of room to grow as the services are actually introduced to the community and 
residents become more familiar with possible applications. 
From the demand form, macro buttons allow the database user to open a new demand form for the 
next service/distribution option on the list, to open new hh, ent, mots or players forms, or to return to the 
main switchboard. [see hh, ent, mots, players, and demand forms] 
3. Meeting the % and city officials 
Upon arrival at the site, the potential investor should be greeted, introduced to the study team and 
informed what will take place over the next couple of days. Review the services and distribution options 
under consideration, and enter these into the servdist form. Interviewees will respond to a separate demand 
questionnaire for each service/distribution option. For example, at a particular site, the % may be 
considering (1) electricity distributed in the form of rechargeable batteries, (2) electricity distributed 
through several centrally located outlets, (3) electricity wired directly to households and enterprises, (4) 
water distributed in bottles, (5) water piped to centrally located faucets, (6) water piped directly to 
households and enterprises, (7) cellular phone service, (8) telephone booths, (9) telephone lines to 
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households and enterprises, etc. Review what unit terms the previously conducted cost study used to 
describe output ranges. Each serviceldistribution option is given a code by which it will be identified in 
database queries. Possible codes for the options above are (1) electbat, (2) electoutlet (3) electwire (4) 
waterbottle, (5) waterpipe, etc. Ask the 010 who they consider to be key players, and specifically what they 
would like to know about them. This will guide the discussions with key players. 
In a meeting with municipal government representatives, describe the survey process and get the 
city's blessing. Then ask for help on the following issues: Who are "key players" leaders and how might 
they be contacted to arrange meetings (get names and addresses). Ask how the city is naturally divided into 
neighborhoods; what are their distinguishing characteristics, what are their limits? If there is no logical or 
natural division, propose divisions corresponding to directions on a compass from a central point. This 
information will be entered into the database through the neighborhood form (nh). Ask city officials to 
estimate the site's population and population growth rate (entered into the city form in the database). 
Finally, ask about the availability and history of the services to be offered. This is a powerful way to 
conclude the meeting because it brings the topic back around to the services themselves: The goal of the 
study. The directors may wish to schedule a closing meeting with city leaders to share the findings of the 
study. 
During the meetings with the 010 and the city representatives, information should be entered into 
the contacts form of the database, and if the 010 andlor the city will themselves be potential clients, apply 
the players questionnaire and demand questionnaires (a demand questionnaire for each service to be 
offered). Notes should be kept directly in MSWord documents in the course of the conversations to refer to 
later and to help guide the study. 
[servdist form, contacts form] 
[city form] *notes field can be any object: a map, a picture, a word or notepad document generated directly 
[nh form] 
4. The listing exercise and strategic deployment of forces 
The entire team then walks the dividing lines of the neighborhoods together, preferably with a 
local guide. Or, if there is a high vantage point nearby, climb it and look down at the site together, making 
sure that everyone recognizes the limits of each neighborhood (probably principal streets) and that keeping 
these straight is crucial. 
Assign one person to each neighborhood (two would yield redundant lists), and instruct them to 
cover every inch of it, listing every potential interview. If there is an observable characteristic by which 
enterprise types andlor households can be subdivided, and that characteristic would logically account for 
significant variations in demand survey responses, instruct the listers to indicate whether the household or 
enterprise meets the criteria. The most obvious observable, important subdivision for households is 
"comfortable" vs. "uncomfortable." A study director could decide, for example, that houses with solid 
floors be considered "comfortable" and houses with dirt floors be considered "uncomfortable." For 
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enterprises, the obvious characteristic is workforce size. Enterprises that appear to have more than one 
worker will be deemed "large" and those with only one worker, "small." This characteristic will be used to 
coordinate a more representative selective sample. 
A list should look like this: 
Neighborhood: Northwest Data-taker: Rachel Rodriguez Date: 3/15 
grocery store - large 
hardware store small 




house - uncomfortable 
mechanic large 
grocery store -- small 
etc ... 
Data-takers not involved in the listing exercise should do a practice interview; or, if none are 
disposable, have the listers do practice interviews after the exercise. The household and enterprise versions 
should both be tested in the field. During this time, the directors begin tracking down key players and 
scheduling conferences. When the team reunites, each list is read aloud while a director enters the data into 
the database form entitled list. Households are listed simply as households, but each enterprise is assigned 
to a "work type" group according to its primary activity. Forces will be deployed and demand responses 
aggregated by work type group (horizontal aggregation) rather than output type (vertical aggregation). 
Why? In infrastructure service preferences and priorities, as well as ability to pay, a cloth retailer and a 
food retailer will have more in common with one another than with a weaver and a farmer respectively. 
Work type groups should be kept to a manageable number, and with future inter-site comparisons in mind. 
The list below is recommended, with preference for the left column; if necessary, one or more work types 






Restaurants, Hotels, Bars 
Basic Agriculture (staple crops), Non-Basic Ag (spices, coffee, etc.) 
Light Industry (simple tools), Heavy Industry (complex tools/machines) 
Retail and Distribution of Essential v. Non-Essential (or Durable v. Non-Durable) goods 
High Skill (finance, education, health services), Low Skill (painters, cleaners, etc.) 
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The list of work types must accommodate all the enterprises in the market. Remember to enter key 
player enterprises into the list form as distinct work types such as "communication," "fuel," "government," 
etc. so that their demand regression equations can be produced separately. 
[list formJ *the criteria check box is labeled "size," but could refer to any characteristic, including 
"comfort" or "has front porch." 
Generate the wtproportions report to see what percentage of total potential interviews each work 
type group, broken down by "size" and "neighborhood," constitutes, and distribute the number of 
interviews to be conducted during the course of the study proportionately. To do this, multiply n=n* from 
the design spreadsheet (produced during the initial contact with the 010; see step 1. above: "Budgeting the 
study"), by the percentage of total for each sub-divided work type group in each neighborhood. 
[wtproportions report] 
Assign interview targets to each data-taker according to this strategic sampling plan. For example, 
one data-taker might be instructed to interview "5 small commerce enterprises in neighborhood 
Northwest", "2 large commerce enterprises in neighborhood Northwest," "3 small industry enterprises in 
neighborhood Northwest," "1 large industry enterprise in neighborhood Northwest," "5 comfortable 
households in neighborhood Northwest," and "10 uncomfortable households in neighborhood Northwest." 
Preferably, data-takers will be assigned to neighborhoods with which they are already familiar from the 
listing exercise, making the target interviews easier to locate. 
Before sending the interviewers into the field, discuss the practice interviews and make 
adjustments to the questionnaires as needed. Likely there will have been some misunderstanding about the 
unit terms, data types or number formats that will be cleared up at this point. As the datatakers are 
dispatched, schedule an appointment for each to individually return and report their findings during the day. 
The man-on-the-street surveys exist to quickly and easily flush out a demand study. Whenever a 
data taker has a free moment, she should engage a passerby or barfly in a discussion and spring a mots 
questionnaire on him. People on the street are not strategically targeted, but they could represent a segment 
of the population somewhat hidden from the listing exercise; so they should be interrogated as often as 
possible. 
5. Data entry 
In Honduras, data takers turned in filled-out questionnaire forms at or close to the end of the study, 
at which point an assistant (the author) would enter the data into a spreadsheet. This process proved 
extremely frustrating due to illegibility and data-type inconsistencies (For more detailed comments on 
specific data entry problems, please see attached document entitled, "The Experience In Honduras.") In 
order to avoid such strife, the data should not be extracted from written forms but rather from the data-
takers themselves. Individual data takers report to headquarters at staggered, previously scheduled times. 
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As they transmit orally their questionnaire responses (reading their handwritten forms aloud), the assistant 
enters data directly into the appropriate database form on a laptop. These private sessions make immediate 
clarification possible, and facilitate mid-course correction in the event that particular questions are 
problematic in the field. Also, individualized sessions give each data-taker the opportunity to relate 
anecdotes, which should be recorded as footnotes in a Word document. At the end of a reporting session, 
the entered data and footnotes should be read back to the data-taker, and having approved the accurate 
transmission of information from the respondent to the database, the data taker returns to the field to 
conduct more interviews as the next researcher arrives at headquarters to disclose her findings. 
6. Meeting" key players" 
Meetings with "key players" (identified earlier by the % as critical to the success of the project, 
then contacted with help from the municipal government), should begin with a presentation of the 
researching organization, the nature of the infrastructure project and the objectives of the demand study. 
Then, the attending leaders should appoint a representative, whose contact information will then be entered 
into the contacts form. Together or if time allows, individually following the group meeting, the invitees 
respond to a players questionnaire and demand questionnaires for each service/distribution under 
consideration. The most important part of the meeting will be a free-form discussion of the key players' 
concerns and expectations, and whatever topics the % regards as important to his investment decision 
(see step 3: "Meeting the 0/0 ... "). One study director or assistant should concentrate on guiding the 
discussion while another keeps detailed notes in a Word document. Some key players may be interested in 
part-ownership of the project or special price or distribution arrangements with the 0/0. If so, the study 
directors should take steps to advance these collaborative initiatives, as a broader stake-holder base will 
make project success more likely. 
7. Using the Demand Schedule reports 
To generate demand schedules, select "Demand Schedules" from the "View Reports" switchboard 
or open the wtform form directly. Select the desired work type (includes households, mots, and "All") and 
the desired servicedistcode, then click the report button. The form itself must remain open for the report 
and the queries on which it is built to run. The work type and service/distribution code appear at the top of 
the report, along with the average flexible income for the work type and the linear equation for predicting 
sector average quantity demanded. The prices are those proposed in all demand bidding games for the 
service/distribution option to every sector. The average quantity demanded is predicted by the equation, 
and the unit term is that entered into the servdist form earlier. Average revenue for each pricing choice is 
price * average quantity, and by multiplying these predicted average figures by the number of group 
members, we have total quantity demanded and total revenue expected according to each price at which the 
service could be offered. For any price, the expected quantity demanded and total revenue can be easily 
computed using the equation. 
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The sector breakdowns will be useful in isolation, especially the "key player" sectors. Still, the 
ultimately desired revenue and quantity numbers are for the site in its entirety. For a quick and easy idea of 
total site numbers, select the "All" option in the wtform form. However, this lumps all surveys into the 
same pot and produces a single linear equation for the entire community, which is not the best we can do. 
For the most accurate community-wide numbers for a given service, generate isolated reports for each work 
type (including households and mots) and aggregate them in Excel. Here's how: 
(1) Generate a report by selecting a work type and the desired service in the wtform form. (2) With 
the report activated, go to the "Tools" menu, down to "Office Links" and select "Analyze it with MS 
Excel." The data table will appear as a spreadsheet. Name the worksheet after the sector, then return to 
Access. (3) Close the report, and select the next work type option in the wtform form. DO NOT SELECT 
"ALL." Remember to keep the servicedistcode the same. (4) Generate the report and select "Analyze it 
with MS Excel." A message will appear that says, "The file 'revenue.xls' already exists." Do not replace 
the file; click No. Save as 'revenue2.xls'. 
(S) In Excel, open the newly created 'revenue2.xls' workbook. Change the name of the worksheet 
to match the work type. (6) From the "Edit" menu, select "Move or Copy Sheet." Move the selected sheet 
to 'revenue.xls.' (7) Now in 'revenue.xls,' go to the "File" menu, "Open." Find the empty 'revenue2.xls' 
file, right-click on it and delete it. (8) Return to Access and repeat steps 3 through 8 until all work types are 
represented in 'revenue.xls.' (All work types except "All !"). 
(9) When all work type worksheets are present in 'revenue.xls' insert a new worksheet and drag it 
to the very end of the workbook. (10) Activate all worksheets by clicking on the first tab, holding down the 
Shift key, and clicking on the last worksheet tab. On whichever sheet is open, except if it is the newly 
created blank sheet, select the range of cells in column A beginning with A4 and ending with the last price 
in the column. In the Edit menu, select Fill Across Worksheets. The column containing the bid prices 
should have appeared in the blank worksheet at the end, likely named Sheet2. (1) In cell B4 of Sheet2, 
type the unit term of the service. In cell BS, type "=SUM(firstsheetname:lastsheetname!FS)" where 
firstsheetname is the name of the first work type sheet in the book and lastsheetnatme is the name of the 
worksheet just to the left of Sheet2 in which you are working. The number produced is the sum of all total 
quantity demanded values in the workbook corresponding to the price in AS. Fill down such that B6 is the 
sum of F6 cells, B7 is the sum of F7 cells, etc. (12) In cell C4 of Sheet2, type "total revenue." In CS, type 
"=SUM(firstsheetname:lastsheetname!HS)" and fill down. Or, if preferred, simply type in CS, "=AS*BS" 
and fill down. Either way, the result will be the total community revenue expected for each offer price. 
Another important use of the demand schedules will be to evaluate the reliability of the bidding 
game responses over a mix of infrastructure service offerings in light of a sector's average flexible income. 
For example, the hospitality work type group has an average flexible income of $1000. At a price of 
$S/gallon, a member of this group would demand on average 120 gallons of water per month, for an 
average expenditure of $600. Alone, this is acceptable, since it is below the $1000 ceiling. Consider, 
however, that electricity will also be offered at a price of $IO/kWh, and the average hospitality enterprise 
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would demand 90 kWh per month at that price. If this service mix were to be offered, the total predicted 
monthly expenditure would be $600 + 900 = $1500, exceeding the amount of flexible income. In this case, 
reduce the quantities proportionately until all flexible income is exhausted: 60011500 = 2/5; 2/5*1000 = 
$400; $400/5 = 80 gallons. 90011500 = 3/5; 3/5*1000 = $600; $600110 = 60 kWh. The adjusted predicted 
quantities of water and electricity at the given prices offered simultaneously are 80 gallons and 60 kWh, 
provided the enterprise will not spend more than its flexible income in the short term. 
The optimum price is not necessarily the one that promises the greatest total revenue. Rather, the 
engineers' cost study must be revisited to determine the service price that promises the greatest profit. For 
each service's aggregate total quantity demanded (produced by the Excel exercise), figure out how much it 
would cost to produce that quantity of output in a month and compare it to the total revenue figure. Total 
revenue - total cost is total profit, which is what will interest the prospective investor. 
As for demand growth over time, once an optimum price-quantity mix of services has been 
identified, simply grow the total quantity demanded figure by the population growth rate estimated by city 
officials in the city form: TotalQd *ert where "r" is the annual population growth rate and "t" is the time in 
years. Multiply this future Qd by the price to get total revenue. Until several studies have been completed, 
both before and after installation of projects, it will be impossible to determine the demand growth rate 
with any confidence, so the population growth rate will serve as a proxy. It should be considered a "worst 
case scenario" growth rate. Later, we will be able to "doctor" the base-line population growth rate with 
responses to city stat fields, such as confidence, education, age, etc. but several studies must be done in 
order to estimate the effects of these statistics on the demand growth rate. 
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Appendix 1: 






0.25 36.40 gallon 9.10 8 291.22gallon 72.81 
0.4 35.08 gallon 14.03 8 280.66 gallon 112.26 
0.5 34.20 gallon 17.10 8 273.61 gallon 136.81 
0.75 32.00 gallon 24.00 8 256.00 gallon 192.00 
29.80 gallon 29.80 8 238.39 gallon 238.39 
2 20.99 gallon 41.99 8 167.95 gallon 335.90 
3 12.19 gallon 36.56 8 97.51 gallon 292.52 
4 3.38 gallon 13.53 8 27.06 gallon 108.25 
10 -49.45 gallon -494.49 8 -395.60 gallon -3955.96 
30 -225.56 gallon -6766.71 8 -1804.46 gallon -54133.66 
source 
familiarity 1.44 0 to 4 
total amount spent [~~_~~ monthly by interviewees avg price/unit 
total consumed [~- ?~~g monthly by interviewees #Num! 
satisfaction ~ -?~~j -1 to 1 
expect. improvmnt L_ 
source 
familiarity 
total amount spent . 
total consumed 
168.00j monthly by interviewees 
150.00 monthly by interviewees 
satisfaction -1 to 1 
expect. improvmnt I--~-- 2.67) 0 to 3 
source 
familiarity Lu_u_ 2.33 0 to 4 
avg price/unit 
1.12 
total amount spent 0.00 monthly by interviewees avg price/unit 
~=-====.=.~ 
total consumed monthly by interviewees #Num! 




total amount spent 
:====== 
monthly by interviewees avg price/unit 
total consumed monthly by interviewees 0.96 
satisfaction -1 to 1 
expect. improvmnt Oto 3 




































yrs formal school; (-1 :illiterate) 
0/0 making most purch's locally 
0/0 earning most income locally 
O(none) to 4(often and widely) 
4:>3y; 3:>1yr; 2:<=1yr; 1:<=3mo; O:none 
% keeping written accounts 
1: high 0: ---- -1: low 





f-1: worse than normal cash flo~I' 
0: normal cash flow 






















c-eff n/n*-eff description 
exampleville 
10000 pos pos 
5 neg neg est. residents per household 
1 neg neg est. workers per enterprise 
6000 1000/0 sample coverage 
2.578 pes pos 80010 confidence: 1.2816; 900/0: 1.6449; 950/0: 1.96; 98%: 2.3263; 99%: 2.5758 
7 neg neg acceptable error +or- from average 
40.6 pos pos mean +or- units within which 670/0 obs will fait; 90-950/0 w/in 2x stdev 
,..-----....2-16...,' sample size (number of surveys to conduct) 
$ 20.00 pos cost per day per data-taker (per diem and expense reimbursement) 
$ 1.00 pos cost per survey (materials. respondent gift) 
$ 20.00 pos fixed cost of study per day independent of number of data-takers and surveys 
$1,000.00 pos flat consulting fee for survey 
8 pos pos number of data-takers 
1.5 pos pos number of days spent surveying 
$1 ,486. 00 cost of study 
hlday 6 pes number of hours surveying per data-taker per day 
pos number of surveys per data-taker per hour sUNldtlh 3 
n* 2161 number of surveys for above cost (must =n for accurate design) 
hel is a nice lady, always smiling. Experience 
s work for the Department of Health. She is 







114 Calle Verde 
~ .... ~-----
'Tegucigalpa, Honduras 





phone 1263-7~? __ ....... _~_ 
street 
city "" }:', •. H." ,,,,u.J. Vu., Honduras 
notes/picture 
R~~-~-- ... --~-~-.... ------....... --~-...... ---~----...... -
r._achel is a nice lady, always smiling. Experience :1' 
~ncludes work for the Department of Health. She is 











is a wealthy land owner and also runs a 
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TIle Experience in Honduras: Notes 
L Honduras is slightly larger than Tennesee in land area and has a population of about 6.2 million. 
The most recent full-scale general equilibrium study for Honduras that is available was done in the period of 83 .. 85 
and is very much out-dated. There was another comprehensive study carried out in 95, but funding fell apart and the raw data 
split several ways and was never compiled or published. Would it be useful information even if it was available? According to 
the World Bank in 1995 (from website) "Despite several attempts, the [Honduran] government has failed to develop a good 
statistical monitoring system. Annual labor force surveys were carried out between 1989 and 1993, but these suffer of 
important flaws in the design and do not provide important information for the monitoring of poverty." 
It was estimated in 1985 that etnployment in the informal sector in Honduras was 44.70/0 oftolal employment having 
grown from 32.1J1o in 1981. It is highly likely that the informal sector currently employs over 60% of Honduran labor. 
Maquilla (migrant) labor accounts for 300/0 of the manufacturing workforce. Furthermore, the World Bank statistic that 50% of 
the population lives below the poverty line in Honduras leads one to suspect that much income is hidden from government data 
takers. Another reason to believe that the Honduran informal economy is higher now than ever is that in 98, sales tax increased 
from 7010 to 12% and the personal income tax is at 40010 (Honduras Central Bank). A large informal economy is not a bad thing; 
it allows a country needed flexibility to absorb economic shocks. However, it can make research very difficult and national 
economic indicators unreliable. 
Has always been considered a poor country ... some problems 
D. In November 1998, Hurricane Miteh seriously crippled the country's agriculture sector, which accounted for 58% of the 
workforce in 1997. Bananas and coffee, the country's two major crops lost over half and 20% respectively of their harvests, 
and many people were laid..off as a result. 
Still lots of road construction, and signs of the natural disaster are everywhere: landslides 
Since, Honduras has become the recipient of much emergency aid - accompanied by many studies. 
Scattered, uncoordinated data and projects. 
UL Has given rise to a elus of professional dafa...takers. 
Our group was in this class. found through an aid contact in Tegucigalpa. 8 interviewer ladies and one driver. Paid the 
equivalent ofS22/day for 7 days of intense study. My understanding, this is twice the respectable wage. One was college 
educated; aU had been formally trained (two week seminars on data-taking methods such as focus group facilitation). 
Following our study, several were already contracted to participate in a year .. long live-in study for the national department of 
the Family and Children. 
IV. We met the data taken at our hotel io Tegueigalpa shortly after arrivaL 
The debriefing 4pm Sun, March 5, El Alameda: 
1. The project and the purpose. An introduction to TVIG; the two sites 
2. Introductions: Everyone stood up and introduced themselves; particular competencies and contribution to the project. 
3. Presentation of the Economic Study: 
• What we hope to learn 
• The proposed plan: 
Opening meeting with investors and officials 
Mapping exercise; walking 
Team feedback/planning session 
Transport survey 
The following morning, teams were to focus on: (l)Water vendors and commercial users; (2)pricing and marketing; 
(3) other businesses; (4) sampled households 
Following a feedback session, more interviews and a focus group on household hygiene. 
On the third day, the illustrated report would be prepared, presented, and field questions would be clarified by city 
officials. 
The Report to follow from the study was to focus on: 
• The community's Economic Profile 
economic geography, GOP, trends 
an overview of the productive sectors 
... of the commercial establishments 
... ofthe services 
... ofthe population, their health and education 
an outline of opportunities for economic growth 
• The Market for Electricity 
current status and problems 
future potential 
• Conclusions 
economic growth outlook, wI and w/out an lIP 
who will operate lIP and how 
list of what investors need to secure; a management plan 
the benefits, costs and the return on investment 
4. The questionnaire 
With the data takers, anticipated obstacles were discussed~ especially concerns about the time of day that people would be 
working,. how the interviewees would respond to personal questions about hygeine, how it may be clarified in the introduction 
that the interviewers are not tax collectors. 
Then, the girls divided into pairs and practiced interviewing each other. 
5. During this time, it was debated whether or not to leave a member of the team behind in Tegucigalpa to track down 
documents that might be relevant to the study. It was decided that this would not be the best use of limited time and 
manpower. 
V. Cantarraaas 
The first town visited lies about 30km Northeast of Tegucigalpa, has a population of about 9,000 - 3,000 households, about 
1000 in the town proper. About a third of the inhabitants of the town and the surounding area are connected to the national 
electrical system, but service is unreliable: fluctuations damage appliances and frequent, long outages make refrigeration and 
other uses unreliable. There is pretty good and cheap water distribution, but lots of bottled water is sold in the city. 
The major economic activity is the growing of sugar cane (according to the municipal tax records, 1 farm produced 12,700 
tons in the 1999 harvest, 20 produced between 500 and 7000 tOIlS; 25 farms produced between 100 and 500 tons and 1 I fanns 
produced less than 100 tons) and the refinery of sugar (one very large plant just outside of town processes sugar cane from the 
local as well as more distant farms for export, employs some 1000 workers). A few coffee cultivators, largely for domestic 
consumption because they don't have the equipment necessary to grade their beans for cost-efficient export - bad experiences 
with electrical surges burning up expensive equipment. 2 haciendas produce vegetables for export to el salvador and there are 
many smaller family farms in the surrounding countryside. 
Interestingly, there is no market in Cantarranas. The shop owners depend on vending trucks from Tegucigalpa or go stock up 
on their wares in Teguc themselves (sometimes on the bus). 
Morning of Day 1 the team met with city officials to present the project and obtain the city's blessing. 
VL The anapping exercise 
Split into groups and walked the town, marking on the maps where businesses were and what kind. A city representative went 
with some groups. 
• Visibility: introduced ourselves to curious onlookers, establishing a presence 
• Familiarity with the town layout 
• General Idea of distribution and types of shops in each area 
• some interesting discoveries (the cable TV company) 
Not as effective as hoped because: 
• Trouble reading maps (the ladies spent much time arguing about where they were on the map) 
• Too focused on accuracy of location rather than general observations 
• The '~ios" were not well defined, and the girls were very concerned about overlap 
• The girls and the city officials didn't know what to expect from each other and did not communicate 
The review session focused on listing the businesses observed by type and location. Following the review session, it was 
decided that the teams would stick to their areas, rather than focus on particular aspects of the economy. 
VIL TIle iaterviews 
For each business in their neighborhood, they were to fill in the following blanks: 
1. Name (of the shop, not the person) 
2. Description 
3. Products 
4. Clients (Number and type) 
5. Maximum distance to client 
6. Suppliers 
1. Maximum distance to suppliers 
8. Value of sales on typical day 
9. " " " good day 
10. " -~ " had day 
11. " " in typical month 
12. " ,- " good. month 
13. " " " bad month 
14. What are the good months? 
15. What are the bad months? 
16. What are the typical months? 
11. Net earnings in a typical day 
18. " " " good day 
19. 'H'" bad day 
20. " " " in typical month 
21. " " " in good month 
22. " " " in bad month 
23 .. 29. Major Costs: 
23. Labor 
24. Purchases 
25. floor space 
26. electricity 
27. telephone 
28. purified water 
29. other 
30. Ifreliable electricity was available, are there appliances that would improve the efficiency of your firm? 
31. Could you improve your productivity with reliable electricity? How? Estimated percentage. 
32. Do you have or would you like international clients or partners? 
33. How do you communicate with them? 
34. How much does a telephone call cost? 
If the shop sells purified water ... 
35. How much water do you sell in a normal week? 
36. In what form do you sell water? 
37. Purchase price of each type (bags, bottles, jugs) 
38. Sales price of each type sold 
39. Do you think you could sell more? how much more? 
40. Do you feel that the market is growing or shrinking? 
41. In what part of the year do you experience the greatest demand for water? 
In each barrio, the team was to interview every lOth household: 
1. List electrical appliances 
2. What type of sanitary service do they use? indoor toilet? 
3. Type of house 
4. How much do they pay for electricity per month. 
5. How do they use water? 
6. In what part of the year do they experience the most sickness? 
7. How do they prefer to get water: purified or at the tap? 
8. Where would they like to buy water? in the store or distributed to their house? 
9. Do they get water from the river? 
10. What is the profession of the head of the family? 
11. Where do you buy necesities? 
The household questionnaire was created on the fly. 
Some eonuneDts on the questiODaires in CaDtarraDas 
• Between 3:15 and 5:15, the average coverage for a team was 6 businesses and 5 households. 
• Summaries were given by each team, written on fiipchart, typed later. 
• For feedback on the household and the supplementary water sales questions, we had to rely soley on oral reports from the 
interviewers, because they all did it differently, on their own paper, handwriting difficult to read. But the summaries were 
better than the data would have been, and we got some interesting and helpful antecdotes. 
• It seems to me that questions with initially low response rates were effectively dropped from the questionnaire by the 
interviewers. 
• Business questionnaire questions # 2 and 3 were often confus~ often the data taker wrote down the exact same thing for 
description and products. 
• B.Q. 4: high response rate on number, but no indication of type of client whatsoever. 
• B.Q. 5: answers in Km, in hours or minutes, and in words (in the neighborhood, Tegucigalpa). Some interviewers listed 
several suppliers and their distances. 
• BQ6: in terms of product type (~chips'~ "bread"), name of supplying company, person's name, a number (probably the 
number of suppliers) or very general answers such as "stores" 4'other stores in the village" "Personar' "trucks" or "Valle de 
Angeles" 
• BQ7: in ~ hours, name of city 
• BQ8,9, 10: generaUy pretty good responses, though sometimes the typical day=good day or the bad day. 
• BQll,12,13: Considering the daily responses, these numbers seemed very low. Often, the monthly sales reported equaled 
the daily sales reported, or the former would be a few dollars higher than the daily sales - leading me to believe that this 
question must have been misunderstood. Hardly ever greater than lOx the daily sales figures, any way you look at it. 
Often, a good month's sales figure would be less than that of one week of bad days. Other times, they looked directly 
computed (3Ox daily sales of corresponding type : typical, good or bad). 
• Very frustrating, sometimes the respondants listed sales data by supplier or type of good sold, but it wasn't all inclusive, 
Gust pepsi sales in a typical day, by units or currency). 
• Arbitrary decimal places. Sometimes decimal places, other times none - even by the same data taker. 
• Unclear whether a dash ("-") means "zero" or ''no response." One line had ''0'' for all three daily sales figures, then had 
positive monthly sales - that "0" must mean "no response," right? 
• Very often, one or two of the three would be completed, good day/month, typical or bad, but not all three. For example, 
one tortilla vendor reports "don't know'" for typical day, 20 for good day, 6 for bad day, 20 for typical month and 44don't 
know" for good and bad month. this seems like very selective knowledge. 
• BQI4,15,16: types of responses include: a lsting of months by abbreviation, by number, "Sept (arrow) Nov." (does that 
mean through or to?); all, none, don't know, the number of months ("9 bad months"). Very low responses on ''typical 
months" ( I guess it was assumed that the not bad, not good months are typical, which seems reasonable to me) some 
times, a numerical response was the same in more than one column, which makes me wonder whether the number 
represents the month or the number of months, but sometimes they add up to more than twelve and sometimes less than 
twelve when they repeat (example: good months: 2; bad months: 10; typical months: 2 - does this mean that february is 
both good and typical and october is bad, or that there are 2 good months, 2 typical months and 10 bad months, or that Feb 
is good, October is bad and there are 2 typical months?) 
• BQ 17·22: Net earnings responses: Very inconsistent. For example: One shop having reported a good month's sales as 900, 
proceeded to claim 1500 in net earnings after costs in a good month. Sometimes, a days sales days net earnings. 
• Very low response rate on net earnings questions (35%), and the ridiculousness of most of the responses suggest that the 
businesses interviewed do not keep accounts, even mentally. Antecdotes of shop owners who manage their cash out of a 
box, if there is money in it when a truck pulls up, they can restock. If there is no money in the box, they don't. Also 
suggests that many of these shops are not earning a profit at all. A couple even reported ''0'' or "none" as their earnings 
figure. 
• To be fair, several of the earnings data did make sense considering the sales data. 
• BQ23·30: Costs in the same line in different terms, so not even additive. 
• The labor question was a particularly tricky one: Most often "don't know," then some responses in terms of number of 
employees, some in currency, some in daily wage (but no number of employees) some general (''various.''). Some ''no 
employees" and some "no labor costs." (could these be the same?) 
• Purchase data was pretty good, considering. 
• Space: don "t pay, don't have, use their own, currency terms, don't know 
• Electricity: usually pretty good response on this one. one word response: "variable" 
• Telephone: Tricky - could be in terms of minute rate, "don't have a phone," '-don't know" a dash (which I interperet to 
mean "no phooen ) 
• Water: yes/no, amount per week, per day, per month (the requested value), the brand of water (and nothing elser) the 
amount in liters or gallons per day, per week or per month. The amount in either currency or volume by brand by day, 
week or month. And sometimes in tenns of "for resale/personal use" or just "sells/doesn't sell" 
• Other: yes/no, words (''taxes"), numbers. generally a ''0'' 
• BQ31: yes/no, "don't know," list of appliances, functions ("selling chicken") 
• BQ32: yes/no, "don't know," a suspiciously frequent occurance of "100010" 
• BQ33-3S: To the question, "would you like or do you have international clients or partners?" there was a frustratingly 
high occurance of the response '''international'' which doesn't mean anything. "'Don't know" was the dominant answer, 
followed by "No." 34 understandably got almost no responses. and 35 was a consistent minute telephone rate (I think), but 
sometimes answered as "350" and sometimes as "3.50" and sometimes "'3.50/minute." and other times a wholly different 
number, probably the rate multiplied by some average amount of time spent for a call. 
• Overall, I feel that the filled out questionnaire forms were largely disappointing. The useful material we was delivered 
orally. 
• The rows didn't match up on the sheets, making them very tedious to read. The only way to do it was to count down from 
the top, but some pages had more rows than others, so it was hard to tell what went with what, and which ones had skipped 
the page. 
• After we took up the questionnaires, there was no way to go back and clear up questions and inconsistencies. No one or 
few ladies were at fault; simply, none of the questionnaires fit together, and often, the collumns on one sheet didn't fit 
together. It would have involved re-establishing what we wanted exactly, then sitting down with each data-taker and filling 
out new forms for each questionnaire. I think that much of the information wasn't even there, if we had been able to 
decipher it. lesson learned: enter the data as they read it out loud so you can get clarification on the spot. 
• One lady abandoned the sheet altogether and wrote her info out on her own paper, which I was then unable to read. 
MeetiDI with the Mayor's Seeretary 
While the data-takers were doing their first round on the afternoon of Day 1, we spoke with the mayor's secretary, asking 
questions about agriculture, transportation etc. This proved to be very insightful. 
We were allowed to look at some of the municipality's records, namely the list ofliscensed businesses in town for 2000 and 
the income tax paid from sugarcane growers in 99. The city's list of businesses that were liscensed to operate numbered them 
at 52. In two days, we interviewed almost 100 businesses, there were many that we couldn't get to, and several on the list that 
we hadn't even seen. In other words, the city's list is either too short or most businesses in town are operating without a 
liscense. 
Day 1 
More interviewing, some girls went to neighboring villages. Somehow, by that afternoon, the central business district had been 
overlooked. I found out because a shop owner asked me when the surveyors would be coming by, and it was 20 minutes before 
dinner time; the girls were already finished (or so they thought) and waiting at the city hall. I rushed over and all of them said 
that the central business street was not in their territory. They were all dispatched to go cover it quickly. 
In the morning, I tried to gather information on transportation, especially how much bottled water comes in and out of the city. 
I talked to truck drivers, bus drivers, van drivers, locals on the street. Got some interesting anecdotal information, but nothing 
certain enough to consider it accurate quantitative data. 
That evening we began the review session with a successful attempt to describe the "typical~ shop in downtown cantarranas. 
Then began listing water feed-back according to barrio, and relating outstanding stories. Also talked about general responses 
and attitudes of the interviewees and found out some fascinating information: The people would rather have a foreign company 
nm the electricity and water, were appreciative that it was hondurans, not foreigners asking them the questioos. They all 
wanted electrical appliances but were afraid that they would be destroyed by the unsteady electricity. Most people were content 
with their tap water. We also ranked the barrios from richest to poorest, and noted the principle occupation of people living in 
each barrio. 
D8y3 
One team of data-takers went out to interview haciendas, but didn't get far, and didn't get to the vegetable growers that we 
were most interested in. 
Meanwhile, we entered data and analyzed OW' notes, preparing for the presentation to the city council that afternoon. 
In the presentation, lots of our Transportation information was pointed out as being innaccurate, but the rest of the information, 
if cautiously vague, was supported with nods. the report was a rough draught of the proposed final report above - same 
structure. 
On the drive to Trojes and at dinner once we got there, bonded well with the data takers. lots of good conversation and progress 
in spanish. I am convinced that personal friendships with the data-taking team is crucial to the success of the project. 
Trojes 
town of about 5000 on the Nicaraguan border 86km east of Danli. the road is dirt; very rough and winding, impassible when 
wet. Once a zone of intense conflict during the Contra wars, it is now a coffee and ranching area purchasing electrical energy at 
high rates from Nicaragua - a relationship it hopes to sever by investing in an lIP. The town is the pet project of Honduran 
government energy officials who back the TVIG efforts. because electricity is expensive, people use firewood to cook, coffee 
growers lose much profits hauling wet coffee out of town to get it dried. the water system and sewer system are pretty new, and 
already have fallen into disrepair. People claim that the tap water is poisonous, and the broken sewer system drains visibly into 
a field. 
The town has been aptly dubbed "dodge city" by our team. Incredibly dusty and smoky (fires burning trash on the street in 
front of stores). transportation is horses and toyota pickups. Rough looking characters carrying firearms. 
Day 4 
Already I had entered enough of the Cantarranas data into the laptop - or tried to - to know that there would be problems 
putting it to good use. I felt that a new approach would be in order, but the girls surprised us by taking a lot of initiative the 
following moming. 
A gentleman (Luis Adolfo San Tandel) from the Trojes city hall came in for a meeting and our ladies really dominated the 
interrogation - asking lots of good questions. The topics covered included: 
• a brief history of the town and the mWlicipal government 
• a btiefhistory and status of the town's electrical and water services 
• television and radio 
• community health services status 
• community financial services (bank closed because robbed too many times. no financial services within 3h drive - Danli 
86km of rough road) 
• major enterprises, including 2 hotels, gas station, bakeries 
• tobacco dryers and rollers departed in 97 
• Dairy and chicken farm owned by mayor's father; a few vegetable growers 
• overview of all the surrounding haciendas, their crops (com beans rice coffee yucca ginger) for export or local 
consumption, where the owner resides. 
• industrial and office supporting businesses (fotocopiers, hardware stores and mecanics) 
• bus schedule and fares 
• cost of telephone calls 
• underground economy - especially illegal lumber cutting and smuggling accross nicaraguan border (both directions) 
• division of the town into 6 distinct barrios 
• estimate ofthe number of households in town and in the surrounding country-side 
With the help of Luis Adolfo, two of our ladies went and invited the coffee growers to attend a meeting the the morning of day 
6. 
Mapping exercise - Trojes 
Following the meeting with Luis Adolfo, Bob and Lucy gave a public presentation at the high school auditorium. Bob, while 
hesitant to get the locals too excited, permitted an interview by the local radio stations following the presentation. Many people 
seemed interested, one man - the owner of our hotel (moderno) spoke fiercely against the hybrid idea, saying that the city had 
already received a grant to build a strictly hydroelectric plant. 
Then, from the highschool, the data-takers split up into groups of two and with a guide recruited on the fly from the 
presentation congregation, scoped out a different barrio each. I went with Iris and Maria Dolores, who wanted to start 
interviewing, but since this would waste our guide's time, I told them to focus on taking inventory of what was in their barrio. 
The guides and the girls alike scoffed at our maps and called them useless, so we abandoned the maps. Later, however, I took a 
map and walked the town to check it for errors and found it to be quite accurate - again., I think the locals were simply 
frustrated with map reading; it is indeed a skill to be learned, even if it seems natural to those of us who learned at a young age. 
the surveys - trojes 
Since in Cantarranas we ended up with lots of swveyed little grocery stores and snack shops but missed many unique 
businesses (the one billiard room and a hotel for example), we instructed the girls to ignore the small grocery stores and snack 
shops on the first round, until the larger and more specialized businesses had been covered in their barrios. Further, it was left 
up to them how to choose the households; just that they try to get a representative sample of their barrio. 
As far as I know, only 14 household surveys were handed in, but since the results ofhh surveys were analyzed in oral 
discussion in anecdotal format, recorded on flip chart sheets to be later entered into the laptop - it is possible that several were 
done that weren't turned in. It also appears that the teams divided themselves - one focusing on businesses Wliquely and the 
other on households mainly and some businesses. 96 businesses were interviewed in Trojes, and the girls were much neater 
recording the responses - much easier to read than the cantarranas questionnaires. We took up the first days questionnaires 
after the first day and gave them new ones for the following days interviews - that seemed to get them more focused on taking 
legible notes: whereas in cantarranas, the questionnaires seem more like memory joggers for the ladies themselves, these were 
clearly written to be read by me (or whoever was to be reading them). The rows were more clearly numbered and there were 
brief explanations in the margins, including how calculations were made in some cases. They now knew the drill: The 
questionnaires would be turned in and the data entered into a computer. I don't think they knew that in Cantarranas. 
The responses seemed to be more consistent, though several of the old problems persisted, whether it be due to the 
misWlderstanding of the interviewers or the interviewees is uncertain. Meanwhile, I was perhaps getting better at understanding 
them. 
One curveball that showed up in Trojes several times but not in Cantarranas was the response to "Number and Type of Clients: 
Various." 
If the questionnaires coming from different data takers weren't always compatible, the columns within each suveyor's 
questionnaires had become much more consistent. If the first response was in number ofemployees, then so would be the rest 
of the responses, for example. Also, the descriptions or type of business covered a much narrower range this time, distance to 
clients and suppliers given rather consistently in words (in the neighborhood; Danli; Tegucigalpa; the mountains; etc.) 
Interestingly, due either to fatigue, increased efficiency or both, the questions that had proven difficult to get responses for in 
Cantarranas became easy in Trojes. Indeed, responses were so similar in some columns that I suspect that some data takers 
proposed the response of the previously interviewed business upon hesitation. This is especially true fur the good and bad 
months, and the last page. Also, the girls were not pushy: while the info they got was more Wlderstandable and more useful, 
they were quick to put down "don't know" or ''no response." 
It appears that in general, if there was a response to daily sales, there was none for monthly sales and vice versa. Perhaps the 
girls judged this repetitive (correctly?). 
DayS 
Dedicated to data-taking by the ladies - some at the outlying haciendas. We worked on entering data and preparing a rough 
draught of the final presentation already. I hiked up to the top of a hill that was in the center of town and from there took 
panorama photographs and sketched a map of the city, indicating the aparent wealth of each visible section. 
Day 6 
In the morning following breakfast, everyone sat in the conference room and reviewed what we had learned in Trojes. Bob 
gave a dress rehearsal in front of the data~takers to give them an opportunity to ask questions and give feedback - to help shape 
the presentation. 
The eoffee growers trickled in from lOam on, and Bob gave an excellent presentation. There were 12 of the most powerful 
coffee growers in attendance and this was perhaps the most important part of the trip. 
Immediately therafter, the final presentation was given in the school house. Attendance was low but supportive. 
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TIle EvolutioB of a Metbodologieal Approach: Early Pitfalls 
A .. A dynamk profit-maximization problem based OR margiBal produetivities.. 
In the second week of January 2000, I went with the TVIG management to Morehouse University. 
Following a discussion with econmist Dr. Handy, I started on a very mathematical track, involving much 
research of mathematical economics methods. X would be a complex system of equations, representing the 
various combinations of infrastructure elements available and their respective capital investment 
requirements and variable expenses. Px would be the set of constraints that represents the various pricing 
combinations for each combination of services. D would be a system of equations with many variables and 
parameters, such as the number of households, the distribution of wealth, the total wealth of the 
community, the availability and cost of complementary appliances, estimated contribution to productivity 
in industrial or household work (reducing time spent on chores), wages, price of services to be offered, 
labor .. leisure curve estimates, capital intensity estimates, etc. representing the various combinations of 
demand for the various services by industry and households. Then, there would be a dynamic growth 
component in this mix of equations, based on expected expansion of the production function and shifting of 
the wealth cwve (somehow derived from a rate of increasing productivity and increasing production) and a 
coefficient linking demand growth to income growth. 
Basically, variables extracted from an on-site survey and variables fed from a pre--established 
output-mix/total fixed cost table based on available equipment would be entered into a "black box.~' The 
black box would optimize output mix and price mix that would maximize the growth of total productivity 
subject to constraints of the demand equations and constrained within a reasonable and arbitrary (7 -year or 
so) horizon to recoup investment costs. From the maximum potential production/income growth rate would 
be projected a revenue stream for the investor, which would in turn lead to long term profitability figures 
for the investor. 
The more I worked on the black box, the more frustrating it became. I checked out numerous math 
and economics texts from the library. I struggled with production function models mostly, and productivity 
growth over time considering continuous adjustments of factor intensity. I tried to apply the Domar growth 
model to this problem, tried to find, then (when I couldn't find one) design a hybrid profit .. 
maximization/investment theory models (complete with risk considerations and alternative uses of funds 
represented by the interest rate) - just for the time component. Another brick wall was the output mix/total 
fixed cost table. The mix seemed to present a near infinite number of options, so the full table couldn't be 
possible. Further, it couldn't be an equation system because total fixed cost of the equipment package 
would not be equal to the sum of its parts; there are relationships between the productivities of different 
components. For example, the amount of water produced and the equipment needed to do it is subject to the 
amount of waste heat produced by the electricity generation equipment. Or, irrigation and potable water 
services share some of the same equipment (pumps, for example), so the cost of adding irrigation to a 
system with potable water services (or vice versa) is less than the irrigation system alone, but it reduces the 
amount of potable water that will be available. These kinds of considerations caused me much grief in the 
early days of the project. I decided that the supply side variables could not be pre-set. They would have to 
be entered in as What .. if scenarios against given site-specific data. Then, should I consider that the owner 
investor makes optimizing decisions about the service and price mix continuously, every set number of 
years, or just once - on the day he signs the contract and lives with it until a certain point when it 
becomes wiser to either sell the equipment or expand the plant (also to be determined by the model, right?) 
Because of all the feedback, I decided to review simultaneous equations and matrix algebra. This 
brought me back in touch with the Leontieff Input-Output model, and I began to reflect on how it might be 
of use in this situation. 
B. Incorporation of tbe Iapuf..Output Matrix 
For several weeks, I played with input-output matrices, and fooling around with microsoft Excel. 
The underlying assumptions were that we should assume that every firm (household) in the local area is 
distributing his income among factors (goods) in such a way that its total benefits less costs are maximized, 
prior to the arrival of infrastructure services. This could be justified by the idea that the locals take into 
account many things, like traditions, for example, with an appropriate weight, that we had better not try to 
estimate ourselves. Financial profit might not be maximized, but the person's total utility, of which money 
is only a part was maximized. If we could establish the marginal benefit of each sector's goods to each of 
the sectors, we could perhaps estimate how these relationships would be altered upon the introduction of 
infrastructure services as a possible good to consume. How would the person redistribute his income in the 
following period, taking into consideration that the purchase of infrastructure services would alter the 
marginal benefits of the other goods? At first, infrastructure services would be substituted for other goods, 
because of the budget constraint. Then, since that consumption of infrastructure would boost the marginal 
productivities of other goods, a scale effect would kick in and that would motor the economy (I was still 
thinking mainly in d}namics). After much meditation on the subject, I decided it had to do with the natural 
limits of each of the inputs. 
Roughly, at the point when my confidence in this approach peaked, the methodology was roughly 
as follows: 
l. Divide the site into homogeneous sectors based on similarity of productive activity (income generating). 
Find out an average wholesale price for each sector's output. 
2. Construct the I"'() table in units: aAS = units supplied by A to B, or, units of A used by B in the period. 
aEX :; units (likely in currency units) from external economy (E) supplied to / demanded by sector X. 
3. Compute (automatically) the several ''mirror matrices": 
• Pi8;j : Puts everything in currency terms. This table might prove to be easier to construct first, 
depending on how much accounting the locals do. This could be compiled from checkbooks and 
balance sheets, if available (Ha!). From this table may be derived: 
(a) local GDP:;:: net sales to the external economy + combined income of the primary sectors 
(labor and owners) + change in inventories (considered as investment). 
(b) check the relationship between market financial equilibrium and general philosophical 
equilibrium. Remember, we are assuming that the economy is at philosophical equilibrium, 
because there is no motivation for anyone to alter their behavior, unless a new opportunity 
comes into play. Tradition would be considered a theoretical good and deprivation a 
theoretical cost, or something like that. On the table, though, total community income should 
equal total production less change in inventories (the external sector as a row and collumn 
make the system closed). Some adjustments would surely have to be made in order to make 
this come out right, but that would be justified to some extent, because any inconsistency 
must be due to errors in extrapolating surveyed entities to describe entire sectors. 
• Pi8;./pjTj : Represents each factor's expense as a share of total revenue. 
• aglTj : Factor efficiency coefficient 
• T/Bij : Marginal benefit of factor (equal to average benefit because entity enjoys philosophical 
equilibrium). 
• pJpi: Marginal Revenue I Marginal Cost ofi toj. 
• (T /aij)*(PJp;) ::;: Pj T jpiaij : This being entity j's ratio of Marginal Revenue Product of input i to the 
Marginal Cost of input i, it should be equal for all inputs i. That is the rule of profit maximization 
with one product and several inputs, and we are assuming philosophical profit maximization by all 
entities. So, since evety entry in a collumn should be equal in this table, a '»hilosophical coefficient" is 
derived for each one that would bring it to par with the average. This is a kind of multiplicative weight, 
the fraction by which it must be bumped up or down, illustrating the presence ofnon-fl1lancial 
"phantom factors» that consistently alter the marginal benefits and costs of real factors from those that 
would be derived from a rational expectations model. 
4. Build a table of estimates, for every ~j, of its upper limits as an input. Another matrix of estimated lower 
limits. Also, estimated limits of a sectors total output would be useful, since these would constitute the 
limits of summed upper and lower input rows. How could these estimates be made? Simply, how much of 
factor i could j possibly buy and still be reasonable, with given space and seasonal variations. How little 
could j spend on i and still be considered reasonable? How much could j possibly produce if everything 
was in his favor. How little could he produce if everything was going badly, before shutting down 
completely? 
5. Now find out where actual usage and supply falls between the limits. This could be done perhaps by 
(upper limit ij - 8;j) / (a,j -lower limit ij), or its inverse. Obviously~ a value of I would represent mid range. 
From this, I was certain, could be quickly derived the elasticity of the input's marginal productivity or a 
good proxy for it at any rate. That is, o/oehange in MPi/o/eebange in av, or, how fast does an input's 
marginal productivity change as its usage varies. We would assume that the relationship is negative; that 
the MP of an input declines as its usage rises; and further, that near the upper limit its demand becomes 
highly elastic, and towards the lower limit, highly inelastic. 
6. Now then, I thought, the potential MRP of the first infrastructure services consumed by an entity, 
devided by its Marginal Cost (unit price), would be greater than the average ratio for the other factors, so it 
would be purchased by an entity to the point where the ratios of all factor inputs (adjusted by their 
"philosophical coefficients") now including the infrastructure services would all be equal. The period's 
income would be the budget constraint (the money that the entity has to divide among the input choices), 
which is the sum of all the money that other sectors choose to spend on its output. Of course, what the 
other's wish to spend on the entity's output is related to their income, which is a function of how much the 
entity wishes to consume of the other's output. Pretty complex, but I believed that a solver in a database 
could be made to work it out. How would that shake up the mix of inputs and outputs in the economy? 
A second set of tables would be comput~ now incorporating the infrastructure services, and showing 
clearly the owner's revenues, costs and profl:. 
7. There was another problem, though. For there to be growth, the overall marginal productivity would 
have to vary directly with consumption of infrastructure services. More goods could be produced with the 
same inputs, or the same output could be made with fewer inputs from traditional sectors, and the value of 
extra production sold in the external economy or the value of the resources saved would represent the 
increase in community GOP, right? And the Marginal Productivity of inputs is not only a function of its 
own usage, but the usage of substitutes and complements in production. If: for example, the productivity of 
labor would be increased by the consumption of electricity or purified water, then that would be an increase 
independent of the number employed and the upper limit would be extend~ right? 
8. Right. And this interrelationship would surely cause a scale effect to dominate, leading to increased 
consumption of most inputs, and increased output, most of which could be exported. 
This was the road I was heading down with general optimism but some uncertainty. I managed to push it a 
little farther before switching gears, trying out various approaches to the Marginal Productivity effects on 
growth and the infrastructure's effects on Marginal Productivity, but the fuzziness was persistent. It was 
fun. It was philosophy, but would it ever produce something useful? This is where I was, facing some 
theoretical challenges, in mid February, when I was informed that the methodology would be employed at 
whatever stage it was in, in the second week of March by a feasibility study team in Honduras. The second 
week of March! I was only moderately confident that I could get the system ready by mid May, and was 
certain that no solid ground-work would be ready in the couple of weeks I had at my disposal. No more 
fooling around - I would have to shake some of the complexities out of the model-under--construction. 
c. The K.LS.S. (Keep It Simple, Stupid) approaeh: Keep the Matrix for consistency ehecks and drop 
the Marginal Produetivity nonsense. 
Following a meeting with Dr. Henry Herzog, one of my favorite economics professors at UT, in 
the course of which he woke me to the faet that my thoughts were too lofty, abstract, and struggling to 
connect, I sat down and rewrote the proposed approach in a letter to my boss, now focusing on the benefits 
of using the 1-0 matrix to check for accounting consistency (what the guy sells to the girl must equal what 
the girl buys from the guy). This drew my attention closer to the actual survey itself, and the importance of 
assigning "confidence scores" to each numerical response. The first table would be inconsistent at the 
intersections of rows and collumns, sales info not matching corresponding purchase info, due to problems 
in the aggregation of sampled entities into entire sectors. Shaking the table out, using the confidence scores, 
the true values could be found: Somewhere in between the reported numbers. 
Another major adjustment was the complete disapearance of Marginal Productivity and 
·'philosophical equilibrium" from the mix. If we want to know how the entity would redistribute its income 
among the factors once infrastructure becomes an option, we simply ask! ''Now, then, imagine that 
electricity was available at $Xikwh, how would your responses change to incorporate this new option?" 
So, we would have the table reflecting the relationships and flows in the "actual" economy, and 
tables reflecting "hypothetical" economies with infrastructure services. The hypothetical tables would be 
"shaken out" just like the original, to acknowledge the filet that an entity's speculation is limited in reality 
by the speculation of its customers and suppliers. Then, it would be a matter of comparative statics. What 
has changed in the economy with the hypothetical introduction of infrastructure services? This change 
would be the basis of growth rates for aU parts of the economy. (See attachments) 
One fear was overriding: What if we got down there and couldn't get the needed information? 
What if noone was willing to cooperate and share with us their sales and purchase accounts? What then? 
D. The rise aDd fall of seeOllciary data. 
Ideally, we would have something to show at the end of a few days, even if everything went 
wrong. All available secondary data, presumably at the national level, should be found and artificially 
reduced to describe the site in question. Then, on arrival, all we would have to do would be to verify and 
adjust the secondary data based on our survey findings. If there were no survey findings, we would at least 
have the pre-supposed results. 
On this line of thought, 1 dove into literature about statistical techniques in practice for applying 
existing national 1-0 tables to a smaller geographic area - region or even a city. The more I read, however, 
the more skeptical I became. Furthermore, tracking down existing and relevant 1*0 data for Honduras 
proved frustrating: Too many leads, one to the next, and the documents 1 did get ahold of were on average 
10 years old, I couldn't understand the methods by which they were compiled!> and their "sectors" didn'tt 
correspond to what I had envisioned for our own work. 
E. Utter rejeetioa of the proposal aad defaalt to Rapid Rural AppraisaL 
1 presented the 1-0 based model the weekend before departure to Honduras, and it was not well 
received. It was maintained by the project coordinators that such complete income and expenditure data 
would be practically impossible to obtain, and even harder to believe. Besides, the model was too fuzzy for 
even the project directors to foHow, much less the prospective investors on site. It was suggested that I 
suspend my efforts until after the trip to Honduras. In the absence of a viable quantitative methodology, the 
study team was to employ modified tools of Rapid Rural Appraisal, the Catholic Relief Service's 
qualitative method that stresses local involvement. 
F. Following tbe DODdons esperieDee 
The experience in Honduras made me realize that indeed, my expectations of available 
information on the site had been too high. As an assistant to experienced development economist Dr. Lucy 
Philips, I was able to observe first hand the constraints on infrastructure development research in rural 
Honduras, and acquired a real foundation on which to build my own methodology. This database program 
and accompanying users' manual are the result of much reflection on the Honduras experience. 
I would like to thank Dr. Huy Chang and Dr. Henry Herzog of the University of Tennessee Economics 
Department for their guidance; Mr. Richard Ector and Mr. Robert Blenker of the Tennessee Vaney 
Infrastructure Group for their vision and the opportunity to contribute to a meaningful enterprise - these 
two men have freely shared their with me their experience, insights, concerns and dreams; and working 
with them bas been one of the most important educational experiences of my life. 
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